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	There is a scientific consensus that we need to act rapidly to
	cut carbon dioxide emissions if we are to limit the most
	extreme effects of climate change. The IT sector is in a
	unique position to act as a catalyst for this change. By
	implementing simple efficiencies, the sector can reduce its
	carbon footprint – which currently is virtually the same size
	as that of the aviation industry. Crucially, the IT sector can
	play a major role in helping us all move to a low-carbon
	future by reducing the need for travel and enhancing
	communications.


	Despite this potential for change, the IT sector has been
	surprisingly slow to address the issue of climate change. It
	is for this reason that the charity I founded, Global Action
	Plan, established the Environmental IT Leadership Team
	(EILT) – a unique advisory group consisting of major IT
	users seeking to make the use of IT more efficient. The first
	product of the EILT was a research report An Inefficient
	Truth which was launched at the end of 2007 at the House
	of Commons.


	An Inefficient Truth illustrated the environmental impact of
	IT and the energy, security and supply issues associated
	with the huge growth within the sector. It explored the level
	of understanding that IT managers have around
	environmental issues and the challenges that they face
	internally, from vendors and from Government, in
	introducing more carbon-efficient policies. The report
	provided some practical examples demonstrating how a
	small number of organisations are starting to make a real
	difference in addressing this issue.
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eBay Photos That Sell: Taking Great Product Shots for eBay and BeyondSybex, 2004
"I've been an admirer of Dan Gookin since he wrote DOS For Dummies     and spawned the For Dummies phenomenon. He takes things to a new level     with this amazing and much needed book on practical product photography. Use his     advice and you'll simply make more money. Highly     recommended."
     —John C....
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Photoshop Lightroom 3: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	This book uses simple step-by-step instructions, loads of screen shots, and an array of time-saving tips and tricks, serving both as the quickest route to Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 3 mastery for new users, and a handy reference for more experienced digital photographers.

	 

	Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 3 was designed from the...
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Exercises in Synthetic Organic ChemistryOxford University Press, 1997

	This book is comprised of a series of exercises in synthetic organic chemistry based around recently published syntheses. Each exercise gives a reference to the original work, a synthetic scheme in which either structures or reagents have been omitted, a series of questions on the exercise, and in most cases references to related literature...
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Systems Analysis and Design (Shelly Cashman Series)Course Technology PTR, 2009

	Systems Analysis and Design, Eighth Edition offers a practical, visually appealing approach to information systems development.


	As the Dilbert cartoon suggests, it is always a good idea to know whether a project fits the
	company’s overall strategy. You will learn more about the relationship between systems projects
	and...
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Programming Microsoft ASP.NET MVC (3rd Edition) (Developer Reference)Microsoft Press, 2014

	Develop next-generation web applications with ASP.NET MVC 


	Go deep into the architecture and features of ASP.NET MVC 5, and learn how to build web applications that work well on both the desktop and mobile devices. Web development expert Dino Esposito takes you through the web framework’s Model-View-Controller (MVC)...
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Moving to VB .NET: Strategies, Concepts, and Code, Second EditionApress, 2003
In this new edition of his popular title, Moving to VB .NET, Visual  Basic guru Dan Appleman not only updates the book to include coverage of changes  to VB.NET in Visual Studio 2003, but extends those areas that have proven  important to VB.Net programmers since its release. Topics such as .Net remoting,  versioning and object oriented...
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